
Rickmansworth School
Year 9 Dance Judgement Descriptors

End of year target:

Unit Autumn 1

Dance and
Culture:

Professional
Work 4 A Linha
Curva by Itsik

Galili

Autumn 2

Dance and
Culture:

Professional
Work 4 A Linha
Curva by Itsik

Galili

Spring 1

Urban Dance

Spring 2

Urban Dance
Professional Work 5:

Emancipation of
Expressionism by

Kenrick H20 Sandy

Summer 1

House Choreography
Site Sensitive Professional

Work 6: Rosas Danst Rosas by
Anne Theresa De Keersmaeker

Process

Summer 2

House Choreography
Site Sensitive Professional Work

6: Rosas Danst Rosas by Anne
Theresa De Keersmaeker

Performance

Key skills Performance
Technical

ASDR

Physical
Expressive

Choreography
Motif &

Development

Choreographic
Devices

Structure

Choreography
Structure

Aural Setting

Demonstrating Dance
Knowledge

Mastery
Exceptional use
of Robson/Liris
motifs, which are
developed in the
selected style.
Outstanding
timing, accuracy
and rhythmic
content as well
as moving in a
stylistically
accurate way to
communicate
‘having fun’ and a
Samba parade.

I can create an
exciting motif
using all
Capoeira actions
*and others more
than once. I can
include action
reaction to
enhance the idea
of ‘showing off’. 

Show highly refined & original
choreography & individual motifs using
Action, Space, Dynamics and
Relationships.
Demonstrate unison and canon in
choreography and show a high standard of
technical skills.
Transitions between movements are
chosen well and allow the dance to flow.
Pleasing performance skills, showing
strong sense of Urban Dance style
The energy makes the piece exciting and
the audience is completely engaged.
Clear understanding of how to improve
one's own and peers’ work.

Feedback showcases
exceptional subject knowledge
and understanding of the
rehearsal process.
Exceptional demonstration of
safe working practice,
appropriate wear is consistent,
and rehearsal is focused and
disciplined.

Exceptional demonstration of
mental skills and attributes such
as muscle memory, planning and
capacity to improve. The final
performance demonstrates an
exceptional understanding of
action, space, dynamics,
relationships, and choreographic
devices, performance
environment,  structure and aural
setting.

Secure Highly
developed
ability to use
Robson/Liris
motifs, which are

I can create a
varied motif
using all
Capoeira actions
more than once. I

Choreography shows good use of
relationships.
A technically correct performance of the
teacher taught phrase, with a good sense
of style.

Response to feedback
showcases a highly developed
subject knowledge and
understanding of
choreographic processes.

Highly developed demonstration
of mental skills and attributes
such as commitment, systematic
repetition and mental rehearsal.
The final performance



developed in
more than one
way in the
selected style.
Timing is evident
as is accuracy in
action, space and
rhythmic
content to
communicate
‘having fun’ and a
Samba parade.

can include
devices such as
accumulation
and contast to
add interest to
my performance.

Varied levels within own choreography
and use of dynamics in both teacher
section and own choreography, which
enhances the Urban Dance style of the
piece. Choice of links are suitable.
Great energy and commitment to produce
a pleasing piece of work.

Highly developed
demonstration of safe working
practice and appropriate wear
is consistent and rehearsal is
focused and disciplined.

demonstrates a highly developed
understanding of action, space,
dynamics, relationships, and
choreographic devices,
performance environment,
structure and aural setting.

Developing

Accuracy in key
motifs (Robson),
with some
relationship
elements in
relation to the
selected style to
suggest ‘having
fun’.

I can create a
motif using all
Capoeira actions
more than once. I
can perform my
motif in unison
and the motif is
continuous. 

Good use of energy to replicate style
maintained for the most part. An attempt
to develop space, which includes levels.
Some attempt at dynamic variation.
Choice of material complements the style
of Urban Dance and works well within the
group choreography.
Sound technical skills which are mostly
executed well. Individual motifs
performed well and developed. Able to
identify where improvements need to be
made.

.

Feedback showcases some
subject knowledge and
understanding of
choreographic processes.
Demonstration of safe working
practice and appropriate wear
is consistent, and rehearsal is
mostly focused and disciplined.

Moderate demonstration of
mental skills and attributes such
as confidence and discipline. The
final performance demonstrates
some understanding of action,
space, dynamics, relationships,
and choreographic devices and
performance environment,
although the structure is
incomplete and the aural setting
could be more closely linked to the
choreographic intent.

Emerging Some accuracy
in one key motif
(Robson -
swinging arms),
particularly in
action and space
with some
dynamic
elements.
Limited use of
relationships.

I can create a
motif using all
four Capoeira
actions.

Sense of style demonstrated but not
always sustained throughout.
Ability shown to create and perform
Urban Dance movement showing some
use of space.
Teacher phrase performed, needs more
refinement technically but is recognisable.
Energy present but would benefit from
being ongoing throughout the whole piece
including in choreography.

Response to feedback
showcases a simple
understanding of the
choreographic process.
Inconsistent demonstration of
safe working practice and
appropriate wear. Rehearsal
could be more disciplined.

Some demonstration of mental
skills and attributes such as
concentration and responding to
feedback. The final performance
demonstrates a simple
understanding of action, space,
dynamics, relationships,
choreographic devices and
performance environment.
Structure is limited and there is
little/no connection between the



Inaccuracies in
timing in relation
to the selected
style. No clear
connection to
the idea of
‘having fun’.

Individual motif performed with some
development.

aural setting and the
choreographic intent.

Baseline Assessment Result


